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Levantine Arabic transcript: 
 

����ا��  وآ!% ا#"! ت؟: ا�$�أة ! � ا

�ب ا)'&د*+��ن DE دار B"-ك ا#@!9ا. ة <2= ب>;/- آ:!9 8ّز، #!5، ا#"! ت ه12!0/- آ.-ن ر* ب):ا�$�أة ,

L"-ر او  بXو یU# V.W، ا#@-ر هKا E-تS م:Rً ا#9ادی ، #!5، م5 <-رف أوKL راD0J،درDIإا#"FG . ا#@!9ان

*!_ إ*D<2 #"9` . >; ا ا#W^ ح آ-B% ب،*!_ ا*V2 <2= ا#W^ ح. ا#20\]ی ن او ا#.Z@W او أب9Y إی5

واj ب;Z . د م5 مiمDE e!G ب!h/0 ی>DG اgوf ،8مe م\!5 ب!F ی>DG. مb\dc ا#"! ت، b<cI، ر* بB،b ي

` 2kب ی@9ي ی@9ي وه  مgا .D#-m DBnرا. #!5؟ 8ن  ا # Vم ص9ن- ن9جX1# مX10ل م- نXب، -Gل م- آXب 

 2!c#-آ!2  ص9ن- ن@!_ ب e9یd>و bW.t#2 ،ن@!_ ا#9ز أب  ا!c#-9ة آ!2  ص9ن- ن@!_ بd<#او أب  ا  . DB Zآ

DG<ی D#-m،ال D0J ..5E..!@درن ن-u 5ام EXی (vEX0#ا h/2"،Z1!B e!<Wز ت-c#ا (cGت ، DG<إ یEّXGب -GJ =2> D

 ی>DG ، بXن- ن/@h <2= ا#k^_،ی>DG وب>X آZ ن-س ه!w.  ص9ن- ن90ج= ج زي، ا#c-ز تZ1!B e!<W،ا#c-ز

ا#9kام إن"Z . م5 آZ وFu. ی>DG بy0^ ا ب9kام. X>-1EDuیe بR تvEX) صb!#-m  .Xّ،ص ب) ا#k^_ بXن- ن90dی/-

  .j X.k#-E ی>DG أآ:9 مe ه!B w  بXك.  م\Y> ،5-ر`،Wm-#).  تb!2Wy بXو أe!> "I م- بdG%بXك

  
 

English translation: 
  

Woman behind camera: And how are the houses? 
 
Woman (black scarf): The houses suffer from humidity -- why? Because they are so close to 
each other. A neighbor’s window is in our house1. If you tell a girl to study, she would say that 
she can’t, because there is no privacy -- why? -- because our neighbor, for example, has turned 
on the TV to listen to the news or the radio or other things. Fine; if you go to the roof, it’s close 
to others’ roofs; if you go outside, houses are humid and very close to each other. There is no 
house, I mean, that’s safe. I mean people are not safe in their homes.  
 
A father would keep working, but stays in the same place -- why? Because things are expensive. 
We want to progress, but we keep returning backwards. We used to buy the 25-kg bag of rice; 
now we buy the one-kg bag, or instead of the 10-kg bag now we buy the one-kg bag. Everything 
is expensive, I mean. Even … ah … we can’t afford heating. A can of oil is worth 90 sheqel. I 

                                                 
1 This is an idiom. It means that houses are so close to each other that you can actually see your neighbor’s activities 
from your window.  



mean, we use oil for heating, and it’s worth 90 sheqel. My husband and I, like many other 
people, started to use wood. We pay a lot for it. So we live without heating, believe me. We keep 
ourselves warm with comforters. If you wash a comforter, it would take it 2 weeks to dry as there 
is no washing machine or dryer. So, thank God, what would you want more than that? 
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